Refuge Europe - A question of Solidarity

Conference Programme (Draft, please check back regularly for further changes)

October 1st, 2019

9:00 am Arrival and Registration
9:30 am – 11:00 am Welcome and Opening Panel

“Refuge Europe - a question of solidarity”

Discussants:
Prof. Dr. Birgit Glorius (TU Chemnitz)
Dr. Anja van Heelsum (Universiteit van Amsterdam)
Dr. Benjamin Etzold (Bonn International Center for Conversion)
Dr. Önver Andreas Cetrez (Uppsala universitet)

11:30 -1:00 pm Panel Session 1

Panel 3a: Everyday Borders in the Lives of Asylum Seekers and Refugees Coming to Europe

Chair: TBA


Raffaella Greco Tonegutti: “Between waiting and homing”

Burcu Togral Koca: “Local Border Regimes, Civil Society and Refugees: The Cases of Berlin and London”

Paul Baumgartner, Meike Palinkas: “(Perceived) barriers to integration and what to do to overcome them – an empirical analysis of refugee integration trajectories based on survey data from Austria”
Panel 4a: The Politicisation of Responsibility

Chair: TBA

Paula Beger: “Politisation laggards? The Visegrád countries’ asylum policy”

Anna Krasteva: “The refugee crisis as post democratic crisis: populism”

Christian Schweiger: “‘The System is Out of Control’: The Multidimensional Instrumentalization of Migration in the EU – A Comparative Perspective on the United Kingdom and Hungary”

Marieluise Mühe: “Solidarity as political Practice and Narrative? Opposition to right-wing Populism in comparative perspective”

Panel 6: Solidarity, Legitimacy and Deservingness

Chair: TBA

Marie Walter-Franke: “Constructing labels for triage: EU Asylum policy development as a struggle to disentangle mixed migration”

Klaus Neumann: “International Solidarity: Meaningless Concept or Radical Proposition?”

Katarzyna Marzęda-Młynarska: “Why was the EU ineffective in dealing with 2015 migration crisis? The blind spot theory”


Walter Bartl: "Collective Action Problems of responsibility sharing and indicators that define "fair share" “
1:00 pm to 2pm Lunch Break

2:00 pm – 3:30 pm Panel Session 2

**Symposium: Harmonisation in the CEAS:**

Participants:
Jonas Bornemann
Emmanuelle Rigaud
Östen Wahlbeck
Matthias Niedobiteck
Martin Wagner
Minos Mouzourakis

**Panel 3b Everyday Borders in the Lives of Asylum Seekers and Refugees Coming to Europe**

*Chair: TBA*

Birgit Glorius, Jana Beinhorn and Simone Gasch: “Social demarcations and the creation of insiders and outsiders - the example of asylum seekers and refugees’ access to the German labor market”

Brigitte Suter, Ingrid Jerve Ramsøy, Annika Otto: “Conveying Norms and Values as Integration Work in Sweden and Germany”

Sandrine Bakoben: “Living between institutional borders and hopes: the educational challenges of tolerated African refugees in German localities”

Katrin Menke, Andrea Rumpel: “Failed citizens, tolerated citizens? Health and gender equality as borders and boundaries in the everyday lives of refugees”
4:00 pm - 5:30 pm:

Future of CEAS – an exchange between policy and scientific perspective

Chair: Jeroen Doomernik

7:00 pm Conference Dinner (Location TBA)
October 2nd, 2019

9:00 – 10:30 am Panel Session 4

Panel 3c Everyday Borders in the Lives of Asylum Seekers and Refugees Coming to Europe

Chair: TBA

Ivan Josipovic: “Experiences of spatial and legal boundaries in the Austrian asylum system”

Ekrem Özyeşil: “Securitisation of Migration: Explaining the Social implications”

Damla B. Aksel, Ahmet İçduygu, Sibel Karadağ: “When the king is naked: Contesting migration control on the EU-Turkey border”


Bernd Kasparek: “Lessons from the Hotspot Approach? Writing legislation from the fringes of Europe”

Panel 5a: Solidarity from Below: New perspectives from the local

Chair: TBA

Marianne Kneuer & Stefan Wallaschek: “Conceptualizing solidarity: a four-dimensional approach”

Lorenz Neuberger: “Solidarity and urban citizenship in a small border town: a field report”

Paola Bonizzoni: “The three seasons of solidarity: exploring forms of engagement among Italian non-state pro-immigrant actors in – and beyond – the „refugee crisis”

Maria Ullrich: “Citizenship vor Ort: Praktiken lokaler Teilhabe von Geflüchteten”

Gulce Safak Özdemir: “Understanding Opportunities for Solidarity Practices”
Panel 2: Multilevel Governance of Reception

*Chair TBA*

Tiziana Caponio, Irene Ponzo and Leila Giannetto: “The multilevel governance of asylum seekers’ reception between centralisation of decision-making and differentiation of implementation”

Melanie Kintz: “The representation of state, local and NGO Interests in national asylum and reception policy making in Germany”

Ilona van Breugel: “Multilevel Interactions in defining refugee reception policies”

Carolin Nieswandt and Marius Wacker: “The implementation of people-sharing between collaboration and conflict”

11:00 – 12:30 pm Panel Session 5

Panel 5b: Solidarity from Below: New perspectives from the local

*Chair: TBA*

Petra Bendel, Christiane Heimann, Sandra Müller, Hannes Schammann, Janina Stürmer: „The politics of transmunicipal solidarity: tracing joint action of local authorities in political controversies on EU refugee reception”

Arfaoui Rafik: “Local solidarities for asylum seekers in non-metropolitan areas”

Charles Simplice Mbatsogo Mebo: “The role of local authorities in the reception of refugees in Europe: Case of the city of Saint-Herblain in France”

Claudia Jerzak, Margit Lehr: „Interessenvertretungen von Geflüchteten und lokale solidarische Netzwerke/advocacy of fugitives and local solidarity networks“
Panel 4b: The Politicisation of Responsibility

Chair: TBA

Nick Gill & Dr. Nicole Hoellerer (ASYFAIR): You decide! How European states have divested their responsibilities for asylum determination to courts

Sandra Müller: “From Burden-sharing to burden-elimination? Austrian migration governance strategies within the EU.”

Miao-ling Hasenkamp: “Governing Refugee (Im)Mobility through Shared Responsibility? Paradoxes, Tensions and Possibilities”

Philipp Lutz, Anna Stünzi and Stefan Egli: "Responsibility-sharing in refugee protection : lessons from climate policy”

Blanca Garcés-Mascareñas: “TBA”

Panel 7 – Care and vulnerable groups in refugee regimes

Chair: TBA

Kristina Ilieva: “Politics of care and the border town”

Magdalena Jäger, Katja Holz, Holger Jahnke: „Local practices of social integration in German-Danish comparison”

Patrizia Rinaldi: “The rights of unaccompanied asylum seekers children in Europe under the EU charter of fundamental rights”

Anna Magdalena Kosinska: “Cultural security and its understanding – challenges for cultural rights protection of refugee in the CEAS legal framework”

Anna Siede: “Integration through Trust: conditions for refugees families to build trust in early childhood education and care when interacting with volunteers”

12:30 – 13:30 Wrap up and Goodbye

Incl. Farewell snack